To Make This Card You Will Need the Following Items
Paper
1 piece of Whisper White cardstock measuring 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼” for card base
1 pieces of Purple Posy cardstock measuring 4” x 5 1/4”
1 pieces of Purple Posy Cardstock measuring 3 ¾” x 5” for layering
1 piece of Pretty Peacock DSP measuring 2”x 4 ¾”
1 Piece of Pretty Peacock Cardstock measuring 4” x 5 ¼”
1 piece of Pretty Peacock measuring 1 ¾” x 3” for die cuts from Detailed Deer Dies for corners
1 piece of Sizzix Adhesive sheet measuring 1 ¾” x 3”
1 piece of Purple Posy 3” x 3” to cut round circle measuring 2 7/16th ” across
1 piece of Pretty Peacock 3” x 3” for scalloped layering die measuring 2 ¼” across
1 piece of Whisper White for stamping image about 2 ½” x ” 2 ½” then use die measuring 2
3/16th across
1 piece of Whisper White for stamping sentiment on measuring 1” x 3 ¼”
Stamp Set & Die
Garden Shed Cling Stamp Set
Layering Circle Dies
Detailed Deer Dies
Ink
Pretty Peacock Ink Pad
Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad
Blends
Purple Posy Dark Stampin’ Blends
Rococo Rose Dark Stampin’ Blends
Pretty Peacock Light Stampin’ Blends
Granny Apple Green Dark Stampin Blends
Smoky Slate Light Stampin’ Blends
Basic Black Stampin Writer Marker
Adhesive
Tombow Liquid Multipurpose Glue
Stampin Dimensionals
Sizzix Adhesive Sheets (not available at Stampin UP)
Tools
Some Kind of Paper Cutter Stampin’ UP no longer sales one

Stamparatus or Clear Acrylic Block E is good for a lot of stampin projects
Bone Folder
Scissors
Big Shot or other die cutting machine ( Stampin’ UP has stopped selling this item as well)
Pick Your Tool
Simple Shammy- This is great to clean stamps especially photopolymer or cling stamps
Instructions
Step 1. Cut all the pieces according to the measurements except the pieces that have to be
cut with a die.
Step 2. Stamp the flower/water can image in the Tuxedo Black Memento ink onto the
Whisper White measuring 2 ½” x ” 2 ½”. Then use the Pretty Peacock ink pad to stamp the
sentiment “Plant dreams, dig out doubts, and grow a happy life,” on the Whisper White
cardstock measuring 1” x 3 ¼”.
Step 3. Use the blends to color the image. The flowers in the flower pot are colored in the
dark Rococo Rose and the greenery in the dark Granny Apple Green. The flower pot is colored
with the light Pretty Peacock. Color the water can with the light Smoky Slate and the flowers
in the water can with the Purple Posy. I used a black fine tip marker to accent the water can
by outlining it. The grass underneath is done in the Granny Apple Green.
Step 4. Put the Sizzix adhesive sheet on the back of the piece of Pretty Peacock measuring 1 ¾”
x 3”. Now place the two corner dies from the Detailed Deer Die set on this combined piece of
cardstock and adhesive and run through the die cutting machine.
Step 5. Cut out the circle from the Purple Posy piece 3” x 3” using the round circle measuring 2
7/16th ” across. Cut out the scalloped piece from the Pretty Peacock Cardstock using scalloped
layering die measuring 2 ¼” across. Lastly use the circle die measuring 2 3/16th across to cut
the flower image out.
Step 6. Take the piece of checked Pretty Peacock and wrap the Wisper White Bakers Twine
around it three times crossing in the middle. Secure ends on back of the DSP. Place a glue dot
under the cross to secure on the front of the checked DSP.
Step 7. Glue this piece of DSP to the left side of the piece of Purple Posy measuring 4” x 5
1/4”. Now glue this piece to the front of the card base.
Step 8. Now glue the flower image circle to the Pretty Peacock followed by taking this union
and gluing to the Purple Posy circle.

Step 9. Put Stampin’ Dimensionals on the back of your circles. Remove protective coverings
and place the circles slightly above the center of your card front lapping part of the circle over
the checked DSP.
Step 10. Take your sentiment piece and cut fish tails on each end. Place Stampin’
Dimensionals on the back of this piece as well and removing protective coverings adhere to
the front of the card under your image circles.
Step 11. Glue the Purple Posy Cardstock measuring 3 ¾” x 5” to the Pretty Peacock Cardstock
measuring 4” x 5 ¼”. Glue this combination to the inside card base. Now remove the
protective coverings of the die cut outs in the Pretty Peacock and adhere in opposite corners,
the upper left and bottom right.
Step 12. Tie a bow out of the Whisper White Bakers Twine and using a glue dot adhere to the
front of the card where the bakers twine crosses.
I hope you enjoy making this card.

